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Sangh Parivar’s temple-centred cultural 
politics is largely successful even without 
their organisational involvement. Their 
political ideology is Brahminical and 
closely associated with  existing temple 
practices. Therefore, a temple-centred 
Hindu person has the potential to asso-
ciate with the political world of Hindutva 
ideology through the everyday religious 
discourse of Hindutva. But, subaltern 
worship practices are detached from the 
larger Hindu mythology, ritual practices 
and cultural sphere. Most of them are 
confined to their faith; not associated with 
an ideology existing in the locality.10 But 
in the “new” temples, faith is woven with 
certain ideologies. Such local ideologies 
are available for consumption, and con-
sequently, all are potential recruits. 

Conclusions

The left is facing a serious crisis when it 
encounters the RSS’s cultural politics and 
the dominant cultural practices which exist 
in temples. It is a result of the intellectual 
dilemma it faces in contemporary India 
between modern secular rational thoughts 

it publicly professes and the practical 
 issues it faces in everyday encounter 
with religious politics that compels it to 
intervene in those religious practices. 

It is a complex and unfolding situation 
demanding serious attention and the  
familiar modes of analysis may not help 
much. A genre of opinions—mainly from 
journalists and in the social media—
harps on the “diluting ideological con-
viction” of the left framing itself in the 
Western experience of so-called secu-
larisation and rationalistion of religion. 
 Another set of arguments consider it as 
the Hinduisation of the communist party. 
Both these begin with the preset idea of 
“ideal” left party that is committed to a 
“pure” secularism. The current practices 
located in very specific sociocultural 
and political context ask us to be atten-
tive to left’s encounter with unique ex-
periences rather than idealised ideolog-
ical positions. What is  happening on 
“real” ground when the left intervenes 
into temples and the  religious field?

Their practical strategies for cul-
tural intervention paradoxically follow 

“dominant Hinduism.” They mechani-
cally repeat the words of spiritual lead-
ers and thinkers like Narayana Guru, 
Vagbhatananda, Brahmananda Sivayogi,11 
who were critical of the dominant religious 
practices of that time, but they fail to  
reflexively  engage with their thoughts to 
develop a new theoretical perspective in 
cultural practices. Similarly, Dalit intel-
lectuals have developed cultural criticism 
towards Hinduism and its caste practices. 
Both of these intellectual traditions are 
underexplored by the left to develop 
their cultural political approach on temple. 
Left conceives interventions in temples 
as a short-term strategy (thus no need 
for theoretical work?!) with modern 
secular rational ideas as a well-thought 
long-term programme. This  appears to 
be the locus of the crisis of political in-
tervention of the left in religious field to 
resist RSS’s cultural politics.  Resurgence 
of temple activities in Kerala is not a direct 
intervention of the Sangh Parivar. How-
ever, that resurgence is being effectively 
utilised by the Sangh Parivar for a strong 
cultural politics. 
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